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Designers...
Check out both Hud Luxe Green Hills 
and Brentwood for New Fall Deliveries of 
Iro, Sonja Fortuna, Mike & Cris, Nickolas K, Language, Developement, 
J Lindeberg, Johan, Howe, Nice Collective, Grey Ant, Propehtik, Mark 
Nason, John Varvatos, Free People, 1921 Denim, Stitches, True Religion, 
Hudson Jeans, Rock & Republic, Marlow, Paige, Rich & Skinny

Hud Luxe Green Hills
2203 Bandywood Drive, next to FireFly

615.298.7474

Hud Luxe Brentwood
782 Old Hickory Blvd, by Target

615.309.6086

TodAy
Athenian Sing
The student talent 
competition will 
start at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Student Life 
Center Ballroom. 
Refreshments will 
be served during 
intermission. Tickets 
are $8 at the Sarratt 
Box Office, on the 
Wall and at the door. 
All proceeds will go 
to charity.

TodAy And 
SATurdAy, SEPT. 29
‘Keely and du’
A finalist for the 
Pulitzer Prize, “Keely 
and Du” explores 
the need for 
human compassion 
in conflict with 
personal convictions. 
Undergraduates have 
free admission with a 
Vanderbilt ID.

ThiS WEEKEnd
Family weekend
Many events are 
planned for parents, 
grandparents and 
siblings, including 
meeting the 
interim chancellor, 
deans and faculty; 
lectures; student 
performances; 
campus tours; and a 
pregame tailgate. 

SATurdAy, SEPT. 29
dance Marathon 
Miracle Game
The game will be 
held on Dudley 
Field from 6 to 7 
p.m. Proceeds go 
to Monroe Carell Jr. 
Children’s Hospital.

SATurdAy, SEPT. 29
Vanderbilt vs. 
Eastern Michigan
The game will begin 
at 6 p.m. Awards 
will be presented 
at a recognition 
ceremony during 
halftime as part of 
Tailgate 2007.

SundAy, SEPT. 30
Junior class 
networking brunch
The junior Student 
Alumni Board 
invites students to 
an informal brunch 
catered by Loveless 
Cafe. It is for juniors 
interested in meeting 
and networking with 
alumni in a variety of 
career fields. An RSVP 
is required.

compiled by EvE aTTErmann 

TODAY’s WeATher

Sunny, 82/56
Extended forecast, page 2

See http://calendar.vanderbilt.edu 
for more events.

Dave Carew talks about 
Vanderbilt and its role in 
his latest book on:

Jermaine Doster has 
big cleats to fill … 

For more, see Sports, page 8

‘Keely and Du’ takes a hard 
look at both sides of the 
abortion debate …

For more, see Life, page 10

Sophomore Alejandra Palomo said she has “no 
regrets” about her decision to pose for the “Girls of the 
SEC” Playboy feature.

“I’m not just the girl who posed for Playboy,” she 
said. “People are quick to assume I live that kind of a 
lifestyle, craziness and whatever. And sure, I like to go 
out and have a good time, but I feel that people have to 
really get to know me to judge why I did it.”

Palomo, identified as “Ally 
Ramirez” in the Sept. 7 issue, 
said she originally applied as 
a joke but now recommends 
the experience to others.

“I come from a place 
where you literally live in 
your bathing suit, and it 
just wasn’t a big deal,” the 
California native said. “It 
was so much fun.”

Playboy representatives came to campus in March 
to recruit students, causing controversy when several 
of their advertisements appeared in The Vanderbilt 
Hustler.

More than 45 Vanderbilt women turned out to 
audition, but Palomo was the only one chosen for the 
issue.

“I know a lot of girls have a problem with it here and 
stuff,” said Palomo, who posed topless in the magazine. 
“A lot of people don’t want to talk about it and think it’s 
the weirdest thing ever.”

She understands why they judge her, she said.
“I get where they’re coming from because they 

might have been really sheltered where they grew 
up,” she said. “They have their morals, and I have my 
morals.”

Her friends were surprised the shoot did not focus 
on a stereotypical Southern image, Palomo said.

“Even when I went to the interview, my friends were 
like, ‘Girls of the SEC’? Really? You’re from California, 
and you’re Mexican, and you don’t fit the country 
belle theme well,’” she said. “I was surprised because 
there were so many girls and so many ethnicities — it 
wasn’t just me amongst all blondes.”

Palomo said she wants to focus on school for now 
but might work for Playboy again after graduation. 
She does not think her choice will impact her future 
negatively, she said.

“I don’t really think it will affect me because I’ve 
met a lot of girls through Playboy, and they’ve all gone 
on with life and done whatever they wanted to do,” 
she said. “There are all sorts of people — girls who are 
lawyers, businesswomen, teachers.” ■

—Nikki Bogopolskaya contributed reporting to this 
article.

Vanderbilt 
‘Girl of the 
SEC’ would 
recommend 
Playboy

by LiSa guo
News Editor

palomo

Despite a shortened winter 
break this year, interest in 
Alternative Winter Break may 
have risen.

“The interest and number 
has surpassed what we were 
expecting,” said Taylor Sewell, 
co-chair of AWB.

Sewell offered a number 
of explanations for this 
phenomenon.

“The type of people that apply 
for AWB don’t mind giving up 

their New Year’s or break,” he 
said. 

Although Alternative Winter 
Break was successful last year  
— about half of its applicants 
were previous Alternative Spring 
Break participants — its leaders 
did not know if the short break 
this year would decrease interest 
in the program. 

Some uncertainty still 
remains. 

“We’re really not sure what 
to expect,” Sewell said. “But 
last year we didn’t know what 
to expect since it was a new 

program, but we received nearly 
three times more applicants 
than we had anticipated.” 

The anticipation of lower 
interest in the program led 
Sewell, along with other board 
members, to rework some 
logistics of the program.

“We narrowed the sites down 
from five to two. We wanted sites 
that would be kid-focused and 
communities with interesting 
disparities, as well as exotic and 
different locations,” Sewell said. 
“We added one international 
site for this reason.” 

But now “there seems to be 
so much interest that we’re 
thinking of adding another site,” 
he said. 

Still, it cannot be determined 
how much interest has changed 
until the day the applications 
are due.

“Last year we received 
110 applications. Ninety 
applications were received 
within an hour of the time they 
were due. People tend to wait 
until the last minute,” Sewell 
said. ■

by tiara hoDgeS
Contributing Reporter

Alternative Winter Break interest up despite shorter break
aLternatiVe 
Winter Break 
appLiCationS Due

Deadline:
Applications due Friday, 
Oct. 5 at 6 p.m. at CPH

How to apply:
Applications can be found 
at CPH or at www.vander-
bilt.edu/awb

Young, ambitious scientific 
researchers now have the opportunity 
to utilize the newest, most powerful 
forms of technology in order to 
advance scientific innovation. But 
some find practical difficulties holding 
them back. 

Graduate students face long periods 
of intense training and schooling and 
high competition for post-doctoral 
positions, all in an attempt to secure a 
future after graduate school. 

“The number of years (it takes 
to finish the program) is really 
intimidating, but at the same time 
I’ll still be doing what I want to do 
during that time,” said senior Bethany 
Cartwright, who is applying for a joint 
medical degree and doctorate.

Samuel Dagogo-Jack, professor 
of medicine at the University of 
Tennessee and grant reviewer for the 
National Institute of Health, considers 

researchers’ difficult future a very 
serious matter.

Our system is “fooling itself,” he 
said, by giving possible job spots to 
foreign students instead of offering 
opportunities to graduate students in 
the United States.

“The future in science and for our 
country depends upon building a base 
of enthusiastic, creative minds so that 
the power of innovation can grow,” 
Dagogo-Jack said.

Major sponsors of science, such 
as NIH, work to address the issue by 
developing a mentor-based research 
scientist development program to 
encourage young researchers. For 
three to five years, young researchers 
receive salary and equipment and 
train under supervision so they enter 
the career world prepared. 

“When our youth is given the right 
tools and support, the influence of 
science in our lives has the chance to 
blossom. Innovation is what keeps our 
society evolving,” said Dagogo-Jack.

Kenneth Holroyd, assistant vice 
chancellor in the School of Medicine, 
agreed.

“These issues are not new,” Holroyd 
said. “In the 1990s, the scientific 
research world experienced a period 
of financial difficulties, but it passed. 
We are living in a knowledge-based 
economy, (and) careers will be 
produced.”

Dagogo-Jack said a scientific 
career can be rewarding but is not for 
everyone.

“In the beginning it can be a 
thankless job that requires a lot of 
commitment and persistence,” he said. 
“Search your minds and find the true 
reason for why you are doing this. Is it 
out of desire to be a part of something 
larger than oneself?”

For Cartwright, this is just something 
she enjoys.

“I’m doing it because I’ve had such 
great research experiences as an 
undergraduate that have told me this is 
what I really want to do.” ■

Student researchers 
face difficult future

The brightest scientific 
researchers in the nation. 
Must be in the top of your 
class, seeking a doctorate, 
able to tolerate tedium, 
need little sleep and can 
live on low pay.

by aLex DaLy
Contributing Reporter

Chi Omega 
struts its stuff 
for charity in 
annual show
Members of Chi Omega sorority and 
other guests worked the runway 
Thursday night in the Student Life 
Center to benefit the Make-A-Wish 
Foundation. Boutique Bella, two elle 
and Habit loaned outfits for the show.

laurEn FonDriEsT / The vanderbilt Hustler

olivEr wolFE / The vanderbilt Hustler
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SerViCe guiDe
The Vanderbilt Hustler (ISSN 

0042-2517), the student newspa-
per of Vanderbilt University, is pub-
lished every Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday during the academic 
year except for  during exam peri-
ods and vacations. The paper is not 
printed during summer break.

The Vanderbilt Hustler allocates 
one issue of the newspaper to 
each student and is available at 
various points on campus for free. 
Additional copies are $.50 each.

The Vanderbilt Hustler is a 
division of Vanderbilt Student 
Communications, Inc. Copyright 
© 2004 Vanderbilt Student Com-
munications.

LocATion
The Hustler offices are in 130 
Sarratt Student Center on the 
Vanderbilt University Campus. 
Address postal mail to VU Station 
B 351504, Nashville, Tenn. 37235-
1504.

AFFiLiATionS
The Hustler is a member of the As-
sociated Collegiate Press, Colum-
bia Scholastic Press Association, 
College Newspaper Business and 
Advertising Managers, Southern 
University Newspapers and the 
Southeastern Journalism Confer-
ence and is an associate member 
of the Associated Press.

To AdVErTiSE
Display ads: (615) 322-4237 or 
e-mail advertising@vanderbilthus-
tler.com
Display fax: (615) 322-3762
Office hours are 10 a.m. — 5 p.m., 
Monday — Friday 
Visit us online at http://www.
vscmedia.org/advertising.html

To rEPorT A nEWS iTEM
Campus news: Call 322-2424 or e-
mail news@vanderbilthustler.com
Entertainment news: Call 343-0967 
or e-mail vibe@vanderbilthustler.
com
Sports results: Call 343-0967 or e-
mail sports@vanderbilthustler.com

corrEcTionS
The Hustler strives for accuracy 
and fairness and will correct errors 
of substance. See our correction 
policy on the Opinion page for 
information about notifying us.

PrinTEr
The Hustler is printed at Franklin 
Web Printing Company in Franklin, 
Tenn.

SubScriPTion rATES
Call (615) 343-3064 9 a.m. — 5 
p.m., Monday — Friday.
One semester’s delivery via U.S. 
Postal Service is available for $125 
or $200 per year. Checks should be 
made payable to The Vanderbilt 
Hustler.

bAcK iSSuES
Back issues are available in Sarratt 
130 during business hours. 
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FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.. .
VISIT THE VANDERBILT

BOOKSTORE

Monday, Sept. 24, 3:05 p.m.
person was receiving suspicious 
e-mails from someone pretending to 
be herself in the future.

tuesday, Sept. 25,1:30 a.m.
person was arrested and charged 
with illegal consumption and public 
intoxication after trying to force his 
way into the pi Beta phi house at 24th 
avenue south.

tuesday, Sept. 25, 2:56 a.m.
person was arrested and charged 
with illegal consumption and public 
intoxication after passing out in the 
stairwell of the 25th avenue Garage.

tuesday, Sept. 25, 7:46 a.m.
person was found sleeping in stairwell 
on 21st and Edgehill avenues. after 
being asked to leave, the person 
began yelling and was then arrested 
and charged with disorderly conduct.

Wednesday, Sept. 26, 6 a.m.
a person was charged with illegal 
consumption and public intoxication 
after passing out and going to sleep in 
someone else’s room in stambaugh Hall.
Check out http://police.vanderbilt.edu/
crimelog.htm for complete listings.

compiled by EvE aTTErmann

The news you need — in brief
i n  t h e  k n o W

WORLD
Pakistan judge again crosses Musharraf

Pakistan’s top judge on Thursday ordered the release of 
opposition leaders arrested for trying to derail President Gen. 
Pervez Musharraf’s re-election plan.

The surprise intervention again pits Chief Justice Iftikhar 
Mohammed Chaudhry against the military leader who tried to 
fire him and underlines the court’s power as Musharraf seeks to 
extend his eight-year rule in the face of political opposition and 
Islamic militancy.

Prime Minister Shaukat Aziz and other loyalists on Thursday 
filed Musharraf’s nomination papers for the Oct. 6 presidential 
election, confidently predicting his victory and portraying it as a 
landmark for democracy in Pakistan.

Musharraf, who seized power in a 1999 coup, has promised to 
restore civilian rule if he is given a new five-year term in the vote 
by provincial and federal lawmakers.

sourcE: ap

sourcE: ap

sourcE: ap

sourcE: ap

NATION

CAMPUS
Vanderbilt professor testifies before 
Congress; Tracy Sharpley-Whiting speaks 
out about women and popular culture

A professor from Vanderbilt told 
Congress on Tuesday that she 
found American culture “deeply 
gratifying and simultaneously 
disturbing” during a Washington 
hearing about stereotypes and 
degrading images in popular 
culture.

“Despite our strides in every area 
of American life — nearly 2 million 
college-educated black women 
out-earning their white and Latina 
counterparts; one in four of us occupies managerial positions — 
the profits to be had at our expense are far greater than the costs 
of caricaturing our personhood,” Tracy Sharpley-Whiting told the 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade and Consumer Protection of 
the Committee on Energy and Commerce.

Sharpley-Whiting testified at the hearing “From Imus to 
Industry: The Business of Stereotypes and Degrading Images” 
alongside other scholars.

 “A culture of disrespect, with black women at the receiving 
end, packaged as entertainment permeates American popular 
culture,” she said.

Weather

CorreC tion

VupD CriMe Log

compiled by EvE aTTErmann

compiled by EvE aTTErmann

sATurDAY

Sunny, 82/57

sunDAY

Sunny, 83/58

mOnDAY

Partly Cloudy, 83/58
Sri Lanka military says clashes kill 29

Artillery fire, gunbattles and a bombing killed 25 rebels, three 
civilians and a soldier in northern Sri Lanka, the military said 
Thursday, stoking fears of a further escalation in the island 
nation’s more than two-decade civil war.

The surge in fighting, much of it in thick jungle, came after 
days of rising violence along the front line between government-
controlled territory and the heartland of ethnic Tamil rebels in the 
north.

The military blamed the fighting on Tamil Tiger rebels and 
denied the wave of violence marked the start of an anticipated 
government offensive against the rebels in the north.

“They are the people who are initiating the fighting all this 
time because they are probing and coming across our forward 
defense lines and trying to inflict casualties,” said Brig. Udaya 
Nanayakkara, a military spokesman.

Since Monday, the military has claimed more than 60 rebels 
killed in fighting.

‘Jena 6’ prosecutor won’t challenge ruling 
that sent Bell case to juvenile court

The prosecutor in the “Jena 6” cases said Thursday he had 
decided not to challenge a ruling that sent 17-year-old Mychal 
Bell’s case to juvenile court.

LaSalle Parish District Attorney Reed Walters said he spoke with 
the beating victim and legal experts in the state before making 
the decision. He earlier had said he would appeal the state 
appeals court’s decision to set aside Bell’s second-degree battery 
conviction on the grounds that Bell should not have been tried as 
an adult.

Gov. Kathleen Blanco, with Martin Luther King III and the Rev. 
Al Sharpton at her side, announced on Wednesday that she had 
asked Walters to reconsider pushing to keep the case in the adult 
system.

“I want to thank him for this decision he has made,” Blanco said.
Bell, who remains behind bars, was one of six black Jena High 

School teens arrested after a December attack on a white student, 
Justin Barker. Five of the six initially were charged with attempted 
second-degree murder, though charges against four of them, 
including Bell, were later reduced.

Lethal injection heads to top court
The Supreme Court agreed Tuesday to take a hard look at the 

method of lethal injection most states use to put inmates to death 
in a case that could further slow the pace of executions.

The high court will hear a challenge early next year from two 
inmates on death row in Kentucky — Ralph Baze and Thomas 
Clyde Bowling Jr. — who say lethal injection as practiced by the 
state amounts to cruel and unusual punishment, in violation of 
the Eighth Amendment.

The last time the court considered a challenge to a method of 
execution was in 1879, when it upheld the use of a firing squad in 
Utah.

Lethal injections, devised as a humane alternative to 
electrocution and the gas chamber, have come under attack in 
recent years amid reports that the three-drug cocktail does not 
always work as quickly as intended and inmates are subjected to 
excruciating pain before they die.

SnapShot

laurEn FonDriEsT / The vanderbilt Hustler
Junior carrie cushman and other members of Delta Delta Delta sorority fight for the watermelon Bust title Thursday afternoon on alumni lawn. 
watermelon Bust, which benefits the american red cross and the Great american Food Drive, usually raises about $1,000.

WaterMeLon WarFare

t h e y  C a L L  t h i S  n e W S ?
Legitimate news outlets report stories every day that make the average 

American ask: Why should I care? News stories like these fill dead air and 
provide little informational value. But they’re good for a laugh.

compiled by sara GasT 

a man who thought he was going to be sold a house 
became quite angry when he learned that was not going 
to be the case, power sawing laterally around the entire 
house.

nepal’s mountaineering authorities are calling for a ban on 
nudity and attempts to set obscene records on mount Ever-
est. last year, a nepali climber claimed the world’s highest 
display of nudity when he disrobed for several minutes 
while standing on the summit.

a thief with an apparent bra-shortage stole about 350 of 
them from victoria’s secret in broad daylight sunday.

aric Egmont proposed to his girlfriend, Jennie Bass, in the 
Boston Globe crossword puzzle sunday. clue: “Generic 
proposal” (Jen aric proposal). answer: “will you marry me?” a federal judge invoked the powers of Dr. seuss after receiv-

ing a hard-boiled egg in the mail from a prison inmate 
protesting his diet. “i do not like eggs in the file,” wrote u.s. 
District court Judge James muirhead. “i do not like them 
in any style. i will not take them fried or boiled. i will not 
take them poached or broiled. i will not take them soft or 
scrambled, despite an argument well-rambled.”

Tim Brady is the fastest driver ever convicted of speeding in 
Britain. His speed? 277 kilometers. (That’s 172 mph.)

Dying is no excuse. when Elizabeth schaper went to return 
her deceased mother’s overdue library book, she was 
charged a 50-cent late fee. “i told him that maybe he didn’t 
hear me right, that my mother had just died, otherwise i’m 
sure that she would have returned it on time,” schaper said. 
“His only reply was that, ‘That will be 50 cents.’”

seminole county, Fla., officials are scrambling to fix a typo 
on a roadway after a motorist informed the local news that 
the word “school” was misspelled “scohol.”

The 2008 Guinness world records is out today. To save you 
the time, Turk ilker Yilmaz broke his own record for milk 
squirting from the eye, extinguishing five candles in just 
over two minutes with his milk jet.

a man arrested at the ottawa, canada, courthouse for 
impersonating a lawyer was released from custody without 
charge after police confirmed he was in fact a lawyer.

6.1.

7.
2.

8.
3.

9.4.

10.5.

sourcE: vanDErBilT nEws sErvicE

sHarplEY-wHiTinG

a Dyer Hall resident adviser was 
misidentified in the “our view” 
editorial in the wednesday issue 
of The Hustler. Taylor phillips is an 
ra in Dyer.
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SINCE 1987 
MULLIGANS PUB 

AND VANDY 
      PROVIDING A FULL BAR WITH 

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BREWS ON TAP 
AND BOTTLE…AWARDED THE “PERFECT 

PINT” BY THE GUINNESS BREWERY…ALSO 
AWARDED “WHERE THE LOCALS EAT” BY MAGELLAN PRESS AND 
CITY SEARCH. WE SERVE THE BEST WINES AND SPIRITS ,PLUS A 

FULL MENU OF GREAT DISHES. REAL DARTS ,BIG SCREEN TV, 
CHESS ,BACKGAMMON & OTHER BOARD GAMES. 

THURSDAY $1.00 OFF ALL IMPORT DRAFTS  8pm TILL CLOSE . 

GOOD TIMES  GOOD FOOD  GOOD SPIRITS

MULLIGANS PUB AND RESTAURANT 
117 SECOND AVE. NORTH  DOWNTOWN 

615 242 8010 
www.mulliganspubandrestaurant.com 

Looking for a way to network
that doesn’t involve suits and resumes?

Check out the Junior Networking Brunch Sunday, 
September 30th from noon–2pm

Brought to you by your
Class of 2009 Student Alumni Board

JUNIORS!

Junior Networking Brunch
Sunday, September 30th

12 noon – 2pm
Buttrick Hall

So pull on your jeans and come snag a free meal
while getting to know some Vanderbilt alumni and parents

who work in a variety of career fi elds.
 

You won’t want to miss this!
It’s a capped attendance event

in order to keep the setting informal and intimate.
RSVP to christina.m.barnes@vanderbilt.edu

Students are taking their 
initiatives to aid Uganda to the 
next level this year.

Enjuba founders Henry Manice 
and Wil Keenan will work toward  
“transforming a group of Ugandan 
artisans into a team to develop 
new high-quality products made 
and sold by Ugandans,” said 
Manice, a junior, who has visited 
Uganda twice.

So far, Manice and his team, 
which includes Keenan and four 
other students, have developed a 
Web site and assembled a team 
of 10 to 15 artisans. They are now 
developing a business plan and 
seeking investors.

Enjuba sells Ugandan products 
to people around the world and 
aims to help Ugandans develop 
entrepreneurial skills and bolster 
the Ugandan economy.

It provides “a way for them 
to grapple with the problems of 
extreme poverty in Uganda and to 
find a solution,” Manice said. 

“(Enjuba) spun out of a desire 
to make a tangible difference in 
Uganda and something more 
hands on that could effect change 
in Uganda,” he said.

Likewise, Kampala Project 
participants aim to involve 
the entire community in their 
efforts with a new student group, 
Kampala Organization.

It drew more than 70 students 
to its first informational meeting 
earlier this month.

“The goal is to bring what 
we learned back to Vanderbilt 
and to further help the people 
of Kampala, Uganda,” said Ravi 
Patel, a junior involved with both 
Kampala Project and the new 
organization.

Kampala Project, sponsored by 
the Office of Active Citizenship 
and Service, uses a spring 
semester course and an intensive 
Maymester course to provide 

students the opportunity to intern 
at local clinics, AIDS hospices, 
orphanages, hospitals and schools 
in Uganda.

Possible fall semester projects 
include bringing computers back 
to Uganda to help the ailing health 
care infrastructure and raising 
AIDS awareness.

“We hope to work with the 
engineering department to 
develop software to help hospices 
and clinics to keep up with 
patients and critical treatments 
needed in Uganda,” Patel said.

Mark Dalhouse, director of the 
Office of Active Citizenship and 
Service, expressed his support 
of the students’ initiative in 
transforming a Maymester course 

to a long-term partnership. 
“It’s all indicative to me of how 

Vanderbilt is becoming a different 
school,” Dalhouse said. “These 
international partnerships, these 
students becoming involved in a 
direct way is a real step forward for 
Vanderbilt. Students are helping 
to blaze a trail for that.” ■

by DaViD BroWn
Contributing Reporter

HEnrY manicE / photo provided
a model shows off her Enjuba tote bag. Enjuba sells unique, fashionable clothing and acces-
sories handcrafted in uganda, East africa.

Student-led programs step up 
assistance to Uganda

next kaMpaLa 
organization 
Meeting
When:
Oct. 4 at 7 p.m.

Where:
Sarratt 189

Senior Lindsay Joseph didn’t know she would 
find her second family when she joined Best 
Buddies as a freshman.

“I have been buddies with James for four years 
and have Sunday brunch with his family every 
week. I talk to his mom and whole family on the 
phone, and they have adopted me as a daughter,” 
said Joseph, Best Buddies membership 
coordinator.

Best Buddies, an organization that pairs 
students with an intellectually disabled Nashville 
resident, had its first event of the year Wednesday 
in Rand.

After contacting their buddies via telephone, 
students and buddies met for a night of dinner, 
informal socializing and board games.

The Vanderbilt chapter, composed of 800 
buddy pairs, 160 members and 20 associate 
members, has won Most Outstanding College 
Chapter out of 1,400 international chapters for 
the last three years. 

“The organization just keeps growing,” Joseph 
said.

Sophomores Jeremy Sandler and C.J. Owens 
said they joined Best Buddies because they 
wanted to form bonds with people who are often 
mistreated.

“I took a special education class last year, and 
learning about people with intellectual disabilities 
made me want to be their friend and not judge 
them,” Sandler said. “There are no limits or 
boundaries between what you can really do with 
your buddy; it’s like having another friend.”

Owens agreed, saying, “I thought this program 
was a unique opportunity because it is dedicated 
to establishing friendships with people who are 
sometimes maybe overlooked.”

Best Buddies also gives the buddies 
opportunities to socialize with each other.

Josh Petman and Bernadette Rescha, two 
veteran Best Buddies, got engaged after meeting 
through the program.

“I proposed to her on July 4 at her house,” 
Petman said. “I got down on one knee. That’s the 
girl I love.” ■

by eVe atterMann
Asst News Editor

reunited with 
their Best Buddies
Students pair with intellectually disabled for social activities.

alEx HolmEs / The vanderbilt Hustler
sophomore Jeremy sandler and his buddy wade morton talk wrestling over a rand dinner wednesday evening at the first Best Buddies 
event of the year. The vanderbilt Best Buddies chapter has won most outstanding college chapter three years in a row.
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~Mary Lou Edgar~
a beloved colleague and employee who

served in student life at Vanderbilt University for 34 years
passed away on August 26th.

Join with family & friends as we come together
to honor her life with memories, music, humor and chocolate!

“A Celebration of the Life of Mary Lou Edgar”
October 2, 2007 3-4:30 pm

Student Life Center –Board of Trust Room

by MARKUS ZUSAK

ALFRED A. KNOPF

“Brilliant.”
—The New York Times Book Review

“A major achievement.”
—People Magazine

“Poised to become a classic.”
—USA Today

The #1 New York Times Bestseller—
Now in Paperback!

www.markuszusak.com

Photo Credit: Bronwyn
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Sell Trips, Earn Cash
& Travel Free

STUDENT 
TRAVEL
SERVICESwww.ststravel.com

CANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA, 
BAHAMAS, PUERTO VALLARTA,

SOUTH PADRE, FLORIDA, CRUISES

STSTRAVEL.COM
Join America’s #1 

Student Tour Operator

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

Congratulations 
2007 Show Your Gold Winners

Bittner’s – West End
Flashback – Elliston Place

Noshville – Midtown
And thanks to the following businesses for their participation:

All Fired Up
Apple Market
Bank of America
Bike Pedlar
Blockbuster Video
BP West End
Calypso Café
Cartridge World
Caterpillar Financial
Chili’s
Cumberland Transit
Days Inn
Ducklo Eye Care
Eclipse on Elliston
Electronic Express
Emma’s Flowers & Gifts
FedEx Kinkos
f.y.e.

Hampton Inn
Holiday Inn Select
Kaplan
Loews Vanderbilt
Maggie Moos
McDougal’s Village Coop
Nashville Bicycle Company
Office Depot
Pangaea
Scarlett Begonia
Smoothie King
SunTrust
Taco Bell
Taste of Tokyo
UPS
Walgreens
Wing Basket
You Greek Me Greek

Thank you for your support from your friends in Public Affairs.

KOALA Week, September 24-30
Respect the Decision Week

Two Points of View
As we sit here, it is impossible to forget how it feels to be a non-drinker. Though we each traveled different paths to this 

decision, the end result is the same for us both. We are currently dating (almost six months) and we wouldn’t be where we 
are without the care and support from one another as non-drinkers. 

Being a teenage girl attending a small private high school where drinking was omnipresent, whether or not I drank was never 
an issue. I always knew it wasn’t something I wanted to get involved in—that it was my personal choice, and I never felt that I was 
really missing out on anything. 

As the son of two recovering alcoholics, it was a different story. I began drinking in high school, and by the time I reached 
college, a drinking problem had perpetuated. I too was an alcoholic. It seemed to me that the attitude on campus was “yes, yes, 
yes, everybody drinks”—nobody says no, you don’t have to. Drinking felt like the ‘norm.’ But I didn’t drink like the ‘norm,’ didn’t 
drink responsibly, only drank to get shit-faced drunk. 

This continued until March 4, 2005, when I was caught drunk in the dorm. Ironically, I believe it to be that night which changed 
my life, hopefully forever. I had a problem with alcohol. Luckily for me, I have parents who have been sober for 22 years. Talking 
to my dad made me realize that personal circumstances demanded that I become a non-drinker. As of that day, I am a non-drinker, 
and plan to remain that way. 

Although I made the decision myself, the process of remaining sober is an ongoing one, and is greatly eased by the loving sup-
port of my fellow non-drinker girlfriend, one day at a time. While I do not oppose drinking in general, it did not work for me. Every 
time someone questioned my sobriety or offered me a beer, all I had to do was think about my amazing girlfriend and remember all 
the reasons I have for being a non-drinker. 

I support my boyfriend, who is a non-drinker. I myself am a non-drinker. I support other non-drinkers, and want them to know 
that it is ok to be a non-drinker. By dating Ben, the issue of encouragement for the non-drinker has hit very close to home.  He 
says that my continued support and love has helped him to remain sober for the past several months.  After all these years, there is 
something close to my heart that justifies my beliefs.

Although many people do drink and do so responsibly, please remember that everybody has a different story to tell. 
Whether they abstain completely or are merely “taking a night off”, it is only fair that we treat them as human beings by 
respecting and supporting that decision.   —Krista Sagan, ‘07 and Ben Citron, ‘06

Koala Week is sponsored by the Office of Alcohol, Tobacco & Other Drug Prevention, CHEERS and GAMMA.
Update:  These two students are now married!

www.insidevandy.com

GO DORES!

Professors at Vanderbilt have 
started to examine the effectiveness 
of the national Math Recovery 
program.

In practice since 1992 in the United 
States, Great Britain and Australia,  
the Math Recovery program teaches 
first graders in the bottom 25 percent 
of their kindergarten class the basics 
of numbers through one-on-one 
tutoring.

Paul Cobb, professor of 
mathematics education and 
principal investigator of the study, 
received a government grant to study 
its effectiveness this summer.

“Being behind at the beginning 
of first grade is an incredibly strong 
predictor of math abilities in middle 
school and beyond,” Cobb said. “If 
the program is successful in getting 
first-graders up to par, they will likely 
be successful in math for the rest of 
their time in school.”

David Cordray, a professor of public 
policy and psychology who also 
works on the study, said the program 
needs to objectively demonstrate its 
effectiveness and where it works.

“We want to figure out the optimum 
combination of kid, teacher and place 
to then be able to provide guidance 
to teachers and administrators,” 
Cordray said.

The instructional framework of 
Math Recovery requires teachers to 
determine a student’s mathematical 
knowledge and strategies and 
then plan subsequent lessons 
accordingly.

Teachers may make additional 
observations and tailor their tutoring 
based on videotapes of each session.

The Vanderbilt researchers also 
view these videos as they study the 
program, track students’ progress 
over the long term and determine 
teacher effectiveness. Cobb expects 
to receive more than 23,000 videos 

over the course of the study, which 
will last two years.

“We’re also looking to see if Math 
Recovery teachers are actually doing 
what the Math Recovery Council 
tells them to do,” Cordray said. “They 
could be doing a bang-up job or 
could be doing something completely 
irrelevant.”

Cobb noted that most teachers who 
participate in the program are truly 
interested in acquiring extra skills 
and expertise to be more helpful in 
the classroom. This expertise comes 
at a high cost, however.

Intervention is very expensive, 
Cobb said, and certified teachers 
are only able to work with up to 16 

students a year since the program 
requires one-on-one tutoring for four 
to five days a week over a 10- to 15-
week period. 

“If it does prove successful, we’ll 
have to think about informing policy 
relative to urban districts who are 
strapped for cash,” Cobb said.

Kati Hermann, senior and 

elementary education major, also 
stressed the importance of the 
project. 

“If these kids end up in second or 
third grade without having had any 
extra help, the gap between the kids 
who get it and the kids who don’t will 
just continue widening,” Hermann 
said. ■

by reBeCCa tyrreLL
Asst News Editor

Researchers to study effectiveness 
of math intervention program
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additionaL ContaC ts
Your voice doesn’t stop here. 
The Vanderbilt Hustler encourages 
its readers to voice their opinions on 
legislative issues. The following  stu-
dents and legislators represent 
the Vanderbilt community.

president Cara Bilotta
Vanderbilt Student Government
1542 Station B
cara.bilotta@vanderbilt.edu
Sarratt 355
(615) 322-8742

U.s. sen. Lamar alexander
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-4944
(615) 736-5129

U.s. sen. Bob Corker
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-4944
(615) 250-8160

Rep. Jim Cooper
U.S. House of Rep.
Washington, DC 20515
(202) 225-4311
(615) 736-5295

Rep. Brenda Gilmore
Tenn. District 54
35 Legislative Plaza
Nashville, TN 37243-0154
(615) 741-1997

sen. douglas Henry Jr.
Tenn. District 21
11 Legislative Plaza
Nashville, TN 37243-0021
(615) 741-3291

Councilor Ginger Hausser
Metro District 18
521 Chesterfield Avenue
Nashville, TN 37212
(615) 783-0106

CoRReC tion poLiC Y

The
VanderbilT 

husTler
Editorial Board

GLenna deRoY
Editor-in-Chief

saRa Gast
Managing Editor

Lisa GUo
News Editor

ReeVe HaMiLton
Opinion Editor

JaRRed aMato
Sports Editor

daRCY neweLL
Life Editor

staFF

The Vanderbilt Hustler opinion section aims to stimulate discussion in the Vanderbilt community. In that spirit, columnists, guest columnists and authors of letters to 
the editor are expected to provide logical argument to back their views. Unreasonable arguments, arguments in bad faith or arguments in vain between columnists 
have no place in The Hustler and will not be published. The Hustler welcomes reader viewpoints and offers three methods of expression: letters to the editor, guest 
columns and feedback on our Web site.

Letters must be submitted either in person by the author to the Hustler office or via e-mail to opinion@vanderbilthustler.com. Letters via e-mail must either come 
from a Vanderbilt e-mail address where the identity of the sender is clear or be accompanied with a phone call to the editor-in-chief. With rare exception, all letters must 
be received by 1 p.m. on Tuesday, Thursday or Sunday. The editor reserves the right to edit and condense submissions for length as well as clarity.

Lengthy letters that focus on an issue affecting students might be considered for a guest column at the editor’s discretion.
All submissions become the property of The Hustler and must conform to the legal standards of Vanderbilt Student Communications, of which The Hustler is a division.

Accuracy is our profession. As the “Voice of Vanderbilt,” we are committed 
to ensuring our work is fair and accurate. Errors of substance will be cor-
rected. With very rare exception, these corrections will be listed on Page 2.

Bring corrections to the Hustler office in Sarratt 130 or e-mail us at editor@
vanderbilthustler.com. You may also report them by telephone to the news line 
at (615) 322-2424 or the editor-in-chief at (615) 322-3757.
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Every year there are those early-round picks that have fantasy owners 
kicking themselves halfway through the season. Sometimes they fail 
to see how the environment surrounding that elite running back has 
changed. Last year anyone who took Edgerrin James as the fifth overall 

selection should have known he would bust behind Arizona’s abysmal offensive line. The same goes this year for Larry 
Johnson, whose offensive line eroded over the last two off-seasons. You should take what you can get from him at this 
point, but don’t throw these other guys to the wolves just yet.

top 10 Fantasy Football Players You Shouldn’t 
Give Up On

10.

9.

8.
7.

6.

5.

1.
2.

4.

3.

n at H a n i e L  H o R a d a M
Columnist

Brandon Jacobs (nYG - RB) — Most experts expected this guy to have a big breakout season before he suffered a knee 
injury in week one. He could be back this weekend, but will likely split carries with Derrick Ward. Still, the guy is huge, and 
by midseason he should be bowling through linebackers. If he doesn’t, Tiki Barber will probably have something to say 
about it.

Lawrence Maroney (ne - RB) — He’s racking up rushing yards but still doesn’t have a score to show for it. Worse, he 
hasn’t caught a single pass in three games. That’s what happens when you have five legitimate receivers in the mix and 
what has all of a sudden become a pass-happy offense. I guess Randy Moss has that effect on teams. Play him next week 
against the Bengals because if Jamal Lewis can run for 200 yards against them, anybody can.

Larry Fitzgerald (aRi - wR) — Forget Matt Leinart; Kurt Warner is back. Now it is time for this air attack to take off.

drew Brees (no - QB) — The defense is bad, and the 0-3 ‘Aints will be playing a lot of catch-up this season. He won’t 
play like a league MVP again, but he will play more like a starting fantasy quarterback than anyone you’ll be able to find 
on the waiver wire.

the Rams’ offense — Orlando Pace is done for the year, and the rest of the line is hurting. Steven Jackson has 
struggled and will miss at least a week with a torn groin muscle. No unit (other than maybe the Saints) has been more 
disappointing thus far. Expect Marc Bulger and the “Greatest Show on Turf” to recover and return to fantasy greatness. If 
not, they might be challenging the Falcons for the worst record in the NFC.

Lee evans (BUF - wR) — Even if Rex Grossman were his quarterback (and he is nobody’s quarterback), I still think this 
guy would be a good fantasy option. With five catches for 29 yards after three games, I know it is very tempting to cut him 
loose. But look whom he matched up against in those games: Champ Bailey, Ike Taylor and Asante Samuel. If Kevin Curtis 
can break out for nearly 230 yards and three scores, then Evans can, too. Too bad nobody played Curtis for that game.

Vernon davis (sF - te) — The often-described “physical freak of nature” has not put up freakish numbers to say the 
least. After spraining his MCL during last week’s game, he’ll miss a few weeks of action. But before that, he was on pace 
to have a good game, as Alex Smith finally started throwing to him. When he comes back, he will prove why the Niners 
spent a top draft pick on him.

Maurice Jones-drew (JaX - RB) — Bench him; I did in the two leagues I own him. He has been the biggest bust of 
the young season, but don’t cut or trade him yet. He was a scoring machine last year and has the potential to do it again, 
so it’s worth waiting on this first round pick. After all, Fragile Fred is bound to go down sometime this year and give MJD 
more carries … right?

every wR you expected to break out — Reggie Brown, Mark Clayton, D.J. Hackett, Devery Henderson and Matt 
Jones. It is only week four; give them a couple more weeks, then make a decision. 

Ladanian tomlinson (sd - RB) — Despite a serious drop in production from last year, LT isn’t half the bust Steven 
Jackson and Larry Johnson have been. Just wait; don’t be rash and trade him for inferior value. Other than drawing the 
ire of other team owners for giving up such a player so cheaply, when he is regularly catching five passes, scoring two TDs 
and putting up 150 total yards of offense a game, you will regret it.

To the Editor:
With the election of house presidents 

and judicial vice presidents, the 
membership of Vanderbilt Studnet 
Government is complete for the 
first time. The values that define our 
inaugural year are the values that will 
define VSG for generations to come. 
While transparency is an important goal, 
responsiveness to student concerns 
is another important value for VSG. 
Student government’s primary goal 
will always be to represent the student 
voice in university affairs. We can only 

accomplish this goal if you exercise 
your right to voice your opinion to your 
elected senators, presidents and judicial 
vice presidents.

VSG meetings in their entirety are and 
have always been open to all members 
of the public. But previously, only VSG 
members have been entitled to speak. As 
the presiding officers of the VSG House 
and Senate, we have a responsibility to 
encourage interaction between students 
and their elected officials. With this task 
in mind, the first ten minutes of every 
VSG House and Senate meeting will 

now be reserved for members of the 
student body to voice their opinions 
and concerns on any relevant university 
issue. These meetings are held every 
Wednesday evening at 7 p.m. in the 
Board of Trust Room in the Student Life 
Center.

Reid Simon
VSG Speaker of the House

Jared Anderson
VSG Speaker of the Senate

Letter

VSG requires student participation

Letter

online 
comments 
unfairly
represent 
homosexuals

To the Editor: 
I will not argue with InsideVandy user 

“Dawud Muhammad’s” religious reasoning 
for disagreeing with homosexuality. That is 
his personal belief, and I have no right or 
reason to try and dispute it.

However, some of his factual reasoning 
is not only wrong, but also absolutely 
slanderous and misleading. He says 
homosexuality is “destroying families, 
adversely affecting the birth rate, causing 
the spread of killer diseases, harming the 
innocent when children are raped and 
generally spreading corruption on earth, 
should be uprooted and stamped out.” 
Homosexuals are perfectly capable of 
having families, and, though they are not 
traditional, homosexual couples do have 
healthy and happy families, sometimes 
choosing to adopt or naturally have 
children. 

This brings me to my next point. There is 
no evidence of homosexuality “adversely” 
affecting the birthrate. As I said above, 
many homosexual couples choose to have 
children. The issue of declining birthrate 
probably needs to be taken up with the 
heterosexual couples who are choosing 
not to have children rather than with 
homosexuals. I’m pretty sure the human 
population on earth is in no danger of 
being wiped out at this moment; people 
the world over are looking for solutions to 
overpopulation.

Speaking of solutions throughout the 
world, the largest population with killer 
diseases (I assume he is mostly referring 
to AIDS) is in Africa, where the disease is 
prevalent not because of homosexuality, 
but because people have no knowledge 
of protection. The issue with the spread 
of AIDS in the United States is not due to 
homosexuality, but to a lack of common 
sense about protection from STDs.

None of these, however, is the biggest bone 
I have to pick with “Dawud Mohammad.” 
His claim that homosexuals are chiefly 
responsible for the rape of young children 
is blatantly wrong. A very large majority 
of child molesters (95 percent according 
to the FBI) identify as heterosexual men. 
Most of these men either know the child or 
are related to the child (fathers, brothers, 
uncles, etc.).

You cannot call for something as essential 
to a personal identity as sexual orientation 
to be “stamped out.” It is these attitudes 
that I fear may regress our society back 
to the beginning of the 20th century. You 
cannot blame everything going wrong in 
society on a single minority group based 
on misconceptions.

Please look at the facts before you judge 
another person. Have we not learned 
through the events of the past, and even 
recent events and discussions on campus, 
that acceptance and tolerance must be 
practiced in order for a society as diverse 
as ours to thrive?

I am not asking anyone to give up their 
religious beliefs, but whatever your religion 
may be, know that the ideas of acceptance, 
tolerance and love must be followed.

Andrea Weiand
Sophomore, 

College of Arts and Science

Moderator Tim Russert had two final questions he just had 
to ask before the Democratic debate wrapped up Wednesday 
night at Dartmouth College in Hanover, N.H. The second 
one, “Red Sox or Yankees?” was an embarrassing attempt at 
light-heartedness. The first was embarrassing in its shocking 
ignorance and blatant offensiveness.

“Before we go, there has been a lot of discussion about the 
Democrats and the issue of faith and values,” Russert said. 
“I want to ask you a simple question … What is your favorite 
Bible verse?”

That this question actually made it to air should cause 
serious concern. It emphasizes knowledge of Bible verses 
as the only way to demonstrate values, asserting the moral 
superiority of Christianity. And by asking it in a presidential 
debate format, Russert appears to suggest adherence to and 
knowledge of Christian values should be used as a litmus test 
for the position.

In essence, the question implies both the moral superiority 
of Christianity as compared to all other value systems 
and its requirement as religion for those considering the 
presidency.

While the latter may be true historically, especially in recent 
history, this blatant use of religion as a tool to determine 
political legitimacy flies in the face of the Constitution. 
Instead of vaguely referring to the Sermon on the Mount, 
their concern for the Pharisees or general ideas of love, the 
candidates should have used the opportunity to uphold the 
separation of church and state that is, or was, a vital concept 
in this society. 

This separation provides for a more democratic nation. 
Individuals with value systems based in Judaism, Buddhism, 
atheism or any other -ism, as they all have equal legal claim to 
the position, have just as much right to space on that stage as 
anyone else.

oUr VieW

Religious preference has no place in debate
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KOALA Week, September 24-30
Respect the Decision Week

For the Health of It!
Beer-pong. Pre-gaming. Beirut. Pre-gaming. Chasers. Pre-gaming. All standard, if not trite, words of speech for the collegiate 

lexicon. If I go to a party, the typical first liner I get is, “What are you having to drink?” Yet while others end the conversation with a 
plush name of a mixed drink or the basic beer, I find myself faced with, “Are you sure you don’t want anything? Why?”

A tough question, and one that cannot be answered on the spot. Nor, really, is the answer often wanted. I am passed off as an 
inferior “party-goer” in the first five minutes, made an outsider in the rituals of drinking games and contests of who can surpass 
their inhibitions furthest, looked at as the true underclassman that, until recently, I was. I am not a martyr for the cause of abstinence, 
I haven’t had a horrific experience involving a drunk driver, I don’t have a rare liver disease. I am a teetotaler for more even more 
basic reasons.

Growing up in a house without alcohol, I never became attune to its popularity. On the off chance that I would taste cham-
pagne, wine, or beer, I simply did not like the flavor. As a teen, my thoughts were, Why drink something gross when I could have 
something delicious (synonymous for sugary in my case) like Capri Sun or Iced tea? In high school, the people who partied and 
drank were the “cool” kids, but also the ones who got arrested, the ones who hit others with baseball bats and pig feces one drunken 
Sunday in the forest, or the ones who patted themselves on the back for a C-. I was different, I was me, and I did not want to force 
myself to drink to get into a higher social group. At the same time, while others experimented with substance abuse, I experimented 
with an eating disorder and the psychological pressures I put on myself basically left alcohol, Coke, or any other caloric drink off-
limits. By graduation I had academic accolades, a healthier look at life, and still no experience with drinking.

Thus I entered college, an unassuming freshman. High school gave me rather negative connotations with alcohol, but in college 
alcohol seemed to cross all social boundaries and went from “cool” and “risqué” to “normal.” Still, I do not drink. Some students 
here love getting “smashed’ and gossiping about the amazingly scandalous affairs they had while under the influence, or playing 
drinking games where everyone wins because everyone feels a buzz. While I’ll admit I can be rather shy on the nighttime scene, I 
don’t like the idea of using alcohol as a means of artificially becoming entertaining. I am an interesting person if you get to know 
me, and I’ll open up when I feel comfortable enough.

My respect for the health of my body and my appreciation of my talents and endearing attributes ‘sans alcohol,’ gives me no 
problem saying no. So far, abstinence has helped me in ethically challenging situations much more than hurt me. When I reach that 
magic age of twenty-one or move to Europe, whichever comes first, then I’ll find myself in situations where alcohol becomes just 
another choice of beverage for a meal with friends or a pool night at the pub, and I may order a vodka martini and sip with pinky 
poised. Or, who knows, I may just stick with a Diet Coke.   —Leslie, ‘10

Koala Week is sponsored by the Office of Alcohol, Tobacco & Other Drug Prevention, CHEERS and GAMMA.
Update:  These two students are now married!

615-297-3000
2004-A Bellcourt

“VANDY VALUE DEALS”

1 Medium
1 Topping

$6.99

1 Large
1 Topping

$7.99

Vanderbilt University Speakers Committee presents:

An Evening of Social Responsibility, 
Radical Business Philosophy and 

Free Dessert for All
with 

    BEN   &  JERRY
Cohen Greenfield

FREE
ICE

CREAM

Tuesday, October 2, 2007
 Student Life Center ballroom

7 p.m.
TICKETS:  FREE to VU students, faculty,  and staff • limit 1 ticket/per ID 

 $5 for non-Vanderbilt students with valid ID
  Tickets available at Sarratt Box Office and at the door

 General Admission tickets $10 available through Ticketmaster www.ticketmaster.com

For more information go to www.vanderbilt.edu/vpb or call 322-2471

Sponsored in part by Vanderbilt Hillel

USC

“Why are half of the dryers and washers in Towers 3 and 4 cash only? 
It is infuriating, inconvenient and pisses people off.  Do you know 
how difficult it is to find $^ in quarters?  I do. If they’re going to 
make us use our card to go up the elevators in Towers, the washing 
machines should at least be card-accessible, too.” 

“Someone tell the freshmen to suck it up.  It only gets worse.”

“Why can’t I swipe to get through the tunnel? If I can get into both 
Towers, why can’t I go between them?!”

“The baklava in Rand tastes like a bee peed in my mouth.” 

“The apathy of Vanderbilt students disgusts me.  If people don’t think 
it was a hate crime, at least be passionate about that stance!”

“The card readers on this campus don’t work! It takes me six or seven 
swipes to get into my suite, and the bookstore stopped accepting 
the card for hours yesterday.” 

what is on your mind?  the Rant is 
your place to anonymously sound off 
on any issue you want.  send in your 
rants  with the subject “Rant” to: 
opinion@vanderbilthustler.com 

Compiled by Teresa Cambria

To the Editor: 
I am writing in response to last Friday’s 

column entitled “Office of Traffic and Parking 
needs to fix problematic campus parking” 
claiming an insufficient supply of F parking 
spaces for residential students.

Traffic and Parking monitors all of the lots 
and zones on a daily basis, and F spaces have 
been averaging no fewer than 50 available at 
any given time this semester. Although the 
open spaces might not be located directly 
adjacent to your residence hall, there are 
always F-spaces available. 

I encourage you to review the 2007-08 
parking map that was enclosed with your 
parking permit. The map shows the locations 
of all available F lots highlighted in green. The 
map is also available on the Traffic and Parking 
Web site at www.vanderbilt.edu/parking.

Our university is a walking campus, and the 
bulk of parking for faculty, students and staff 
is intentionally located along the perimeter 
of campus. This system protects the beauty 
of the campus, as well as the quality of our 

campus life.   
We monitor the supply and demand closely 

in order to both protect the integrity of the 
parking system and to plan for future needs.  
An example of this is the new F lot currently 
under construction at the corner of Natchez 
Trace and Blakemore Avenue. This new lot 
is being constructed in anticipation of the 
increase in residential students that will 
occur once The Commons officially opens 
next fall.

We do our best to manage a limited resource 
as efficiently and effectively as possible. I 
encourage anyone to call our office at 322-
2554 if you have questions about our parking 
system or about where to park. I also encourage 
those who prefer to park their vehicles for long 
periods of time to consider helping out their 
fellow students by relinquishing the prime 
spots and parking in the lots slightly farther 
away from the residence halls.

Lance Hale
Manager of Traffic and Parking

Letter

Sufficient residential 
parking exists on campus

It is often said celebrity deaths come in 
groups of three, but in the past week, we’ve 
been finding out that the same is apparently 
true of hate incidents on campus.                          

On the heels of the allegedly homophobic 
assault of two Vanderbilt students two weeks 
ago, an black letter-writer to The Hustler 
reported being the victim of racial harassment 
while studying in a library on campus. Then, 
on Sept. 21, The Hustler reported that a car 
full of Ku Klux Klan members drove past and 
tossed their business cards at a group of mostly 
black student demonstrators protesting the 
treatment of the “Jena 6.”                    

To judge from online discussions about the 
assault — whether on InsideVandy.com or 
Facebook — there appears to be a contingent 
of students who think the subsequent calls 
for a hard look at the attitudes prevalent on 
campus are an overreaction. They argue 
instead that the alleged assault was an isolated 
incident that in no way reflects on the campus 
as a whole. In a representative remark, one 
commenter on InsideVandy wrote, “(T)here 
wasn’t a problem with homophobia until 
certain people decided there was, based on 
one incident where a non-student assaulted 
and used slurs against a gay person.”                                                                    

That position has become less convincing 
as new hate incidents continue to crop up, 
but it’s understandable because most of 
us know very few, if any, students who are 
openly hostile toward people of different 
races, religions or sexual orientations. 
However, that might be the case just because 
it is widely considered gauche to discuss 
one’s deep-seated hatred of minorities in 
polite conversation. I don’t personally know 
anyone who, in my estimation, would scrawl 
a swastika in a public place, but I also think 
everyone I know could identify Harry Truman 
as the president who ordered the atomic 

bomb attacks on Japan.                                  
 But lo and behold, a 1995 Gallup poll 

showed 60 percent of the American public is 
unable to do just that. I could interview all of 
the people I know and would probably find 
a significant portion whose knowledge of 
World War II is seriously deficient, but rarely 
do my conversations with acquaintances turn 
to Hiroshima and Nagasaki.                                 

Unfortunately, there are no exact statistics 
on how many hate crimes take place on 
college campuses each year. Federal law 
requires colleges to report hate crimes to 
the Department of Education, but the vast 
majority of hate crimes go unreported.                                         

The Southern Poverty Law Center estimates 
10,000 hate crimes occur on campuses each 
year, and the Review of Higher Education 
has estimated one million bias incidents take 
place annually at colleges. Bias incidents, 
unlike hate crimes, are not necessarily 
criminal in nature. The infamous “blackface” 
Halloween party that took place at Auburn 
University in 2001 is a good example.    

 There are about 17 million college students 
in the United States, and about 6,000 of those 
are undergraduates at Vanderbilt. So, to do a 
quick and dirty estimate, if Vanderbilt is an 
average school, then about one bias incident 
occurs every day among the undergraduate 
population.             

Even if that estimate is somewhat inflated, 
it is clear that bias poses a serious challenge 
for our university, though it’s worth noting 
the same is true of virtually every other major 
university as well. While the assault of two 
gay students was anomalous (although not 
a unique occurrence at Vanderbilt over the 
last several years), it is a mistake to suppose 
it is not the case that certain elements of the 
culture in our community are  conducive to 
such attacks. 

—Michael Maio is a senior in the College of 
Arts and Science.

coLUmn

Bias poses serious 
challenge for universities

M i C H a e L  M a i o
Columnist

Submit responses to opinion@vanderbilthustler.com

Or

Continue the debate at InsideVandy.com
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friday
conversation

Junior safety Reshard Langford, the leader of the Vanderbilt secondary, talked to The 
Vanderbilt Hustler about a number of topics, including the hardest hit of his career.

ReSHaRd LangFoRd
VandeRbiLT HuSTLeR: How was the bye week for you guys? Did it help rejuvenate the 
team? 
ReSHaRd LangFoRd: Yeah, it was good for us. A couple of guys were banged up 
from the previous weeks. I think it came at a good time because a lot of the 
starters were dealing with a couple of injuries, and it was good for them to rest. 

VH: How have you prepared for Eastern Michigan? What are their strong 
suits? 
RL:  They have No. 18 (sophomore wide receiver DeAnthony White); 
they have a real good guy on their team who is their go-to guy we’ve 
been watching on film. As far as preparing, we’ve been preparing 
like we have the last three weeks. 

VH: What’s the hardest hit you’ve had in your career at any level? 
RL:  I’d say the LSU game my freshman year. I think (the guy I hit) 
was No. 8, but I’m not sure. 

VH:  How do you feel about where your team stands right now as far 
as how your expectations were coming into the season? 
RL: I had high expectations coming into the year. We worked 
hard all summer. We’re doing good. We could have been doing 
better, like the second week against Alabama, but that’s the 
past game. We’ll do good as long as we continue to work hard 
and stay focused. 

VH: Speaking of Alabama, what’s the overall psyche and attitude 
of the team right now? You guys have gotten over that game, I’m 
sure. 
RL:  It’s like a lost play. You get bad plays throughout the game, 
and you just have to forget about it and move on. 

VH:  Thus far, is there anyone that has come in as a surprise 
contributor for the team, someone opponents and fans should 
watch out for on Saturday? 
RL:  I’d say anybody on the defense. We have a lot of good 
guys on the team, but on defense, so far we’ve been showing 
up every Saturday, playing and going hard. Gabe Hall, the 
defensive tackle, he’s been doing real good, playing hard. 
Overall, it’s the same guys still giving the same great effort. 

VH: What have you done personally, and how do you feel like you 
have improved your game this season? What were you looking to 
work on? 
RL:  My weaknesses. I had a couple of weaknesses that I worked 
on all summer. I mean, they’re getting better, but still, just basically 
playing the game fast, playing and reading keys like I’m supposed 
to, being disciplined. 

VH: Now that we’re three games in, does it still feel like this is “the year” this 
program is taking its game to the next level? 
RL:  Yeah, it is. I feel like it’s still the year. Like I said, keep focusing and preparing 
like we have been, and our team believing we can be a winning team. 

VH: Halle Berry or Beyonce? 
RL: Man, I can’t answer that question. I got a girlfriend.

GAME 
KEYS

by JonaTHan FeLdman
Sports Reporter

When Vanderbilt is 
on offense...

1. Stay aggressive

Vanderbilt must not come 
out flat on Saturday. The 
Eastern Michigan defense 
is allowing an average 
of 390.5 yards per game. 
Especially after an off 
week, rather than playing 
complacently, the offense 
needs to utilize both the 
ground and air attack to 
establish balance. 

2. Be aware of 
Holtzclaw

Eastern Michigan 
linebacker Daniel 
Holtzclaw comes into 
Nashville with experience 
and success. He is on the 
2007 Rotary Lombardi 
watch list and had 13 
tackles and an interception 
against Northern Illinois. 
The Vanderbilt offensive 
line must always know 
where this game-changing 
linebacker is on the field. 
If the Vanderbilt offense 
is able to minimize 
Holtzclaw’s impact, Vandy 
has a great chance of 
starting the season 3-1. 

3. Start early

Eastern Michigan has 
struggled in the first 
quarter. Opponents this 
year have scored 31 
points in the first quarter 
compared to the Eagle’s 
13. Vanderbilt must start 
early and strike often in 
order to put their MAC 
opponent away. 

When Vanderbilt is 
on defense…

1. Pressure Schmitt

Eastern Michigan 
quarterback Andy Schmitt 
passed for 214 yards and 
four touchdowns last week 
against Howard. While 
Howard is not an SEC 
opponent, the Vanderbilt 
defensive line must 
pressure Schmitt in order 
to keep him from finding 
any type of rhythm.

2.  Force turnovers

Vanderbilt does not want 
to give the Eagles a chance 
to stay in the game and 
try to steal a victory at 
the end. The defense 
needs to attack and create 
turnovers in order to 
keep the Vandy offense 
on the field. If Vanderbilt 
wins the turnover battle 
on Saturday they should 
easily win the game. 

3. Control Walker

Senior tailback Pierre 
Walker has had strong 
performances in his last 
three games. In fact, the 
last three games have been 
Walker’s best as a collegiate 
athlete. Vanderbilt must 
contain the veteran running 
back if it wants to head into 
Auburn on a high note. 

brett kaminksy / the Vanderbilt Hustler
the comparisons to his older brother kwane Doster may be endless, but Vanderbilt freshman Jermaine Doster intends to create 
his own legacy with the black and gold.

THIS WEEK IN THE SEC
Sports editor Jarred Amato previews two of 
the marquee matchups in the Southeastern 
Conference this weekend. Vanderbilt hosts 
Eastern Michgan at 6 p.m. Saturday.

doster seeks to make own mark
Asked to compare freshman running 

back Jermaine Doster to his big brother 
Kwane, Marcus Buggs can’t help but 
smile.

“It’s kind of funny,” the senior 
linebacker said, “because when you 
see him, you see Kwane. A lot of the 
things he does, the things he says, how 
he acts, mannerisms and everything 
— just like how Kwane used to be. It’s 
almost like having him back.”

Kwane “Dot” Doster was not 
supposed to go so soon. The loveable 
running back and 2002 Southeastern 
Conference Freshman of the Year was 
tragically shot and killed while sitting 
in the back seat of his friend’s car early 
Dec. 26, 2004, in his hometown of 
Tampa, Fla. He left behind his mother 
Kelly, sister Chakana, and his baby 
brother and best friend, Jermaine.

“Jermaine and his brother were so 
close growing up,” Kelly Doster said. 
“Everything Kwane did, he did too.”

It is only fitting, then, that Jermaine 
Doster finds himself back on the same 
campus he had visited so many times 
before, attempting to honor his brother 
and create his own legacy at the same 
time.

“I always tell him, ‘Just be you,’” Kelly 
Doster said. “Just be the best that you 
can be do what it is you want to do in 
your life. You don’t have to be like your 
brother.”

That hasn’t always been easy.

bLazing HiS own TRaiL
From the “KD1” patch on senior 

captain Jonathan Goff ’s jersey to 
the preserved locker to the retired 
No. 1 uniform in the football offices, 
Vanderbilt has kept Kwane Doster’s 
legacy alive. Its effort hasn’t gone 
unappreciated.  

“My brother had a special place here 
at Vanderbilt, and it feels good to know 
that he’s still in everyone’s mind and 
heart,” Jermaine Doster said.

Kelly Doster added, “In a way, 
Jermaine was still grieving, so to see 
Vanderbilt recognize his brother the 
way they have, it gives him more energy 
and focus to do what he wants to do.”

Jermaine Doster wants to blaze 
his own trail here at Vanderbilt — 
to become someone more than just 
“Kwane’s little brother.” And his mother 
is confident that he will.

“I t hink he’s gonna be a great player,” 
she said. “He wants to prove to himself 
that he can be his own man.”

Coming Home
Despite receiving interest from other 

big-time schools such as Alabama and 
Georgia Tech, Jermaine Doster was 
set on playing for Vanderbilt — the 
coaching staff, players and top-20 
education were too impressive to pass 
up.

In fact, the day he signed his letter of 
intent was the happiest his mother had 
seen him since his brother’s death. Still, 
Kelly Doster admits she was worried 
following in his brother’s footsteps 
would be too painful for her son.

“I thought it would be an issue 
seeing all the reminders of Kwane, 
but I’m so proud of him,” she said. “It 
doesn’t seem to bother him because 
he’s home.”

That’s something the Commodores 
hope isn’t lost on Jermaine.

“I just want him to know that we’re a 
family; and if he ever needs a brother, 
he’s got a hundred of them here,” 
Buggs said. “I’m sure this weekend will 
probably be hard for him and he’ll be 
thinking about his brother but we’re 
all here for him if he needs us.”

Coach Bobby Johnson also put 
football in perspective.

“It will be real soon when everybody 
forgets about this season, the previous 
season, the season before that,” he said. 
“When all is said and done, it’s just an 
activity and you always have to rely 
on your family, and I hope Jermaine 
knows that he’s got a family here, as 
well as his one back in Tampa.” ■

by JaRRed amaTo
Sports Editor

SeC eaST 
STandingS
Florida 4-0
kentucky 4-0
south Carolina 3-1
Georgia 3-1
Vanderbilt 2-1
tennessee 2-2

SCoRing oFFenSe Team PTS/game

1. Florida 49.2

2. Kentucky 47.0

9. Vanderbilt 27.3

Scoring defense Team Pts allowed/ 
game

1. LSU 5.8

2. South Carolina 14.2

4. Vanderbilt 19.3

Receptions Player Total

1. Earl Bennett 
(VU)

28

2. Keenan 
Burton  (UK)

24

Tackles Player Total/game

1. Wesley 
Woodyard 

(UK)

12.8

4. Jonathan 
Goff (VU)

9.3

SeC Statistics
Leaders after week 4

weeK 5 SCHeduLe
eastern michigan at Vanderbilt: saturday (6 p.m.) 

LsU at tulane: saturday (11 a.m.) 

mississippi state at south Carolina: saturday 
(11:30 a.m.)

Ole miss at Georgia: saturday (noon)

Florida atlantic at kentucky: saturday (noon) 

alabama vs. Florida state: saturday (4 p.m.)

north texas at arkansas: saturday (6 p.m.) 

auburn at Florida: saturday (7 p.m.)
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Go Commodores!
Vanderbilt vs. Eastern Michigan
September 29, 6 PM

SPONSORED BY:

We’ll bring our tent, some cool 
prizes and giveaways and 
our penchant to help 
you score more.

Check it 
out.

MCAT • GR E • GMAT • LSAT
800-2Review (800-273-8439) • PrincetonReview.com

Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who are not affiliated with The Princeton Review. The Princeton Review and The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton Review, Inc., which is not affiliated with Princeton University.

Go Commodores!

Coming off of a bye week, Vanderbilt (2-1, 
1-1 Southeastern Conference) heads into 
Saturday’s matchup with Eastern Michigan 
well rested and ready to go.

“The bye week is great,” said senior defensive 
tackle Theo Horrocks. “We had a chance to get 
together and practice and get a head start on 
the team we’re playing this week.”

That’s good news for the Commodores, as 
this marks their first-ever meeting with the 
Eagles. Despite the unfamiliarity, however, 
coach Bobby Johnson has not changed his 
team’s approach.

“Just like we do with everybody else, we 
look at as much film as we can, and try to 
anticipate what they may try to do against our 
offense and defense,” Johnson said. “The main 
thing you’ve got to do is prepare your own 
team, and then let them react to us. We’ll run 
our offense and our defense, and we’ll have to 
take our chances.”

With their 31-17 victory over Ole Miss 
two weeks ago, there is a sense of optimism 
brewing among the players.

“We’re trying to start something special 
here, and we took one step last week beating 
Ole Miss the way we did,” Horrocks said. “It’s 
a big game this weekend, and we got to come 
out and win it, and just keep doing it one step 
at a time.”

That next step will be to shoot down the 
Eagles, who come in having beaten Howard 
last weekend 38-15. Quarterback Andy 
Schmitt threw for four touchdowns and 214 
yards in the victory, while Pierre Walker ran 
for 52 yards and a touchdown.

The Commodores have faired well against 
Mid-American Conference opponents 
historically, possessing an 8-3 record. Their 
most recent victory came last season against 
Temple, 43-14.

Regardless of the opponent, Johnson said 
he has been pleased with his team’s recent 
performance.

“We’ve done well (over the bye week); there’s 
no way to measure that, it’s just a feeling,” 
Johnson said. “They’ve done everything we’ve 
asked them to do in practice, and they’ve 
practiced with pretty good concentration.”

Eastern Michigan comes into the game 2-2, 
having played SEC opponents on just two 
other occasions. Vanderbilt seems to be ready 
to make sure the third time is not the charm.

“The bye week went great ; some guys that 
were banged up got well,” Horrocks said. 
“Everybody’s ready to go. We’re excited.” ■

VandeRbiLT HuSTLeR PiCKS THe winneRS
matCHUps JarreD amatO (13-7)

sports editor
WiLL GibbOns (12-8)
senior sports reporter

GLenna DerOy (14-6)
editor-in-Chief

reeVe HamiLtOn (12-8)
Opinion editor

eastern michigan @ 
Vanderbilt

Vandy Vandy Vandy Vandy

#5 west Virginia @ 
#18 South Florida 

SouTH FLoRida weST ViRginia weST ViRginia weST ViRginia

#6 California @ 
#11 oregon

CaLiFoRnia CaLiFoRnia oRegon oRegon

#22 alabama @ 
Florida State

FLoRida STaTe aLabama aLabama aLabama

auburn @ #4 Florida FLoRida FLoRida FLoRida FLoRida

For the Vanderbilt soccer 
team, the second season 
begins today as it travels 
to Tuscaloosa to take on 
Alabama in the Southeastern 
Conference opener.

While the Commodores 
(3-4-1) have had their ups 
and downs thus far, coach 
Ronnie Coveleskie has 
reason to be optimistic after 
her team’s 3-0 victory over 
the College of Charleston 
last Sunday.

“I think we took a really 
big step to becoming a better 
team,” she said.

One of the most 
encouraging signs was the 
fact that the Commodores 
scored all three goals in the 
first half.

Getting off to a fast start has 
been one of Coveleskie’s main 
points of emphasis recently. 

“One of the things we used 
to talk about is weathering 
the storm against other 
teams early,” Coveleskie said. 
“The thing we changed (last) 
weekend was we’re not only 
going to weather the storm, 
we’re going to be the storm.”

As a result, rather than 
sitting back and letting the 
opponent control the tempo, 
the Commodores plan to be 
the aggressor from the get-go.

“The key will be to come out 
strong and set the tone in the 
first 10 to 15 minutes and put 
one away early,” said junior 
midfielder Katie Schulz.

Tonight’s matchup will be 
particularly interesting since 
Alabama and Vanderbilt play 
drastically different styles.

Meanwhile, Coveleskie said 
the Commodores are much 
more similar to Sunday’s 
opponent, Auburn. 

“It’s the beginning of the 
SEC, and everyone knows 

you need to start off with 
a bang, so I expect two 
really competitive games,” 
Coveleskie said.

“They’re both very good 
teams, and when you look 
at the national rankings, the 
SEC is doing great,” she said. 
“We’re really well respected 
across the country, and we 
need to understand that every 
game matters.”

Coveleskie has said the 
Commodores will begin 
playing their best soccer by 
October. This weekend will 
be a good test to see if she is 
right.

“Our team is getting 
better and better, and our 
enthusiasm and intensity is 
still there,” Coveleskie said 
“This team still believes 
there is a lot of soccer left to 
be played. I do believe that 
October is going to hit with 
a bang, and I do believe that 
the SEC is going to produce 
some challenges but some 
good results at the same 
time.” ■

Dores start second season
Open conference 
play at Alabama, 
Auburn.

by JaRRed amaTo
Sports Editor

Vandy ready for eagles
by adam weinSTein

Sports Reporter

FranCis simpsOn / the Vanderbilt Hustler
the Vanderbilt offense, led by wide receiver earl bennett, looks to 
have a strong showing saturday against eastern michigan.

VU meDia reLatiOns
Junior amy Wilcox and the rest of the Commodores hope to begin southeastern Conference play on a high note this weekend.
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Thursday 10/4
“The Crucible” opens 
today at the Tennessee 
Performing Arts Center. 
The debut show starts at 
6:30 p.m. and tickets are 
$10 for college students.

8 a.m. lectures can 
create a vicious 
cycle of boredom, 
but lucky for you, 
Nashville never burns 
out. rejuvenate your 
personal drive by 
spending a weekend 
in the flame of Music 
City.

Friday 9/28

Tyler James, an up-and-
coming indie-pop artist, 
headlines tonight at Exit/
In. He won’t hit the stage 
until 11 p.m., but the 
night’s other attractions, 
including rock band The 
Nobility, are sure to keep 
you entertained. Tickets 
are $10 at the door.

saTurday 9/29
Today marks the debut 
of a dark art exhibit at 
the Plowhaus Artists’ 
Cooperative on 17th 
Street, appropriately 
entitled “Shadowland.” 
The exhibit will be open 
all day, with an artists’ 
reception from 7 to 11 
p.m.

suNday 9/30

Head over to the 
Belcourt Theatre to 
see Steve Buscemi’s 
latest directorial effort, 
“Interview.” The movie 
follows a jaded journalist 
and a high-flying pop 
diva who spend an entire 
night discussing media, 
truth and celebrity.

MoNday 10/1
Exquisite banners 
from Master Chinese 
Calligrapher, Huang 
Xiang, line the walls at 
the Nashville Library. 
Attendance is free and 
open to all!

Tuesday 10/2
It might be a weeknight, 
but Exit/In is worth 
visiting every day of the 
week. Go by today at 8 
p.m. for Miller’s “Rock 
the Block,” featuring a $2 
cover charge, $2 beers 
and a host of the best 
new local bands. 

WedNesday 10/3
The Vanderbilt Fashion 
Show will be held from 4 
to 5 p.m. in the Student 
Life Center Ballroom. The 
show will feature styles 
from from Ann Taylor Loft 
and Joseph Bank Men’s 
Clothier Come for great 
designs, appetizers and 
door prizes!

Vanderbilt University Theatre’s production of  “Keely and Du” is 
exactly what a college production should be — a hard, objective look at 
two sides of an intense debate.

“Keely and Du,” penned by Jane Martin, was nominated for a Pulitzer 
Prize in 1994, and concerns abortion in the context of 
the very unique relationship between the two titular 
women.

The play opens with a group of masked men part of 
the organization “Operation Retrieval” kidnapping and 
handcuffing Keely (portrayed by senior Angie Fontaine), 
a pregnant woman scheduled to have an abortion. As 
Keely is being handcuffed to her bed, her guard and 
guardian, Du (junior Julina Clare Fernandez), an older 
woman who seems genuinely concerned about Keely’s 
welfare, is introduced.

As time passes, a tumultuous, confrontational 
yet ever-closer relationship between Keely and her 
grandmotherly captor develops. Meanwhile, Walter 
(played by sophomore Brett Bolton), the leader of the 
fundamentalist group attempts to forcibly persuade 
Keely of the moral wrongness of abortion, even in the 
case of Keely’s rape. 

After Walter brings Cole (senior Alex Kane), Keely’s ex-husband 
and rapist, to beg forgiveness from Keely, the play culminates in Keely 
bending a piece a wire to perform her own abortion, nearly dying in 

the process. The roles reverse, however, in the ambiguous ending, as an 
emotional Keely visits an abused, stoic Du in prison. 

After last year’s controversial “The Shape of Things,” the plot of “Keely 
and Du” is sure to raise questions about an agenda in the Vanderbilt 
Visions program. Unlike “The Shape of Things,” however, which fostered 
all the discussion of “ … That artist girl was a whore,” this year’s production 
may spark some actual conversation. “Keely and Du” is much more direct 

in the nature of the questions it poses: How do we as a 
society value life? What is the nature of forgiveness? Can 
two people, despite intense philosophical disagreement, 
become friends?

Though somewhat repetitious in its continual back-
and-forth, the material and acting make a point of 
objectivity and pragmatism.

Obviously, the pro-life religious fundamentalists 
are not portrayed in the most flattering light. In many 
ways, though, they articulate their arguments for the 
preservation of life with considerably more impassioned 
logic than the pro-choice side does in turn. 

The small cast handles the subject matter and deep 
emotional confrontation well. 

Bolton is particularly good as Walter. Though his 
motives are thoroughly political, his tactics horrible and 
ultimately his beliefs hypocritical, Walter has some of the 

most piercing insights of the play. 
Though not exactly enjoyable, “Keely and Du” forces the viewer to 

consider and reconsider a major issue in a completely different context 
than usual. ■

WHEN: Sept. 28 and 
29, Oct. 6 and 13

WHERE: Neely 
Auditorium

HOW MUCH: Free 
for undergraduate 
students with a 
Vanderbilt ID; $5 for 
graduate students 
with a Vanderbilt ID

‘KEELY AND DU’

by KAtHERiNE MiLLER
Asst Life Editor

‘Keely and Du’ gives new context to abortion debate
VUT preView

Q: i’ve started 
hanging out 

with this guy i really like, 
but he has a pretty long 
list of girls he’s hooked 
up with. We have a lot of 
fun together, and i think 
it’s about to get more 
serious. Should i be wor-
ried or should i go for it?

A: Straight up, yes, you 
should be concerned. 

However, before you go and 
change his name to “man 
whore” in your Blackberry con-
tacts, let me explain my ratio-
nale.

If “it’s about to get more 
serious” means the relationship 
is about to go to the next 
level (translation: dating 
and spending quality time 
together, not just hooking up 
and hanging out), you should 
definitely go for it, but proceed 
with caution. 

Keep in mind if he has a long 
list of girls, at least some of 
them knew he was a player and 
gave him a chance anyways. 
Conclusion: He must be pretty 
good at sweet talking in order 
to win over that many ladies. 

However, a new relationship 
is a new beginning where 
both individuals have the 
opportunity to start over. 
People do have the capacity 
to change themselves if they 
wish to do so. The question is 
whether or not he is willing to 
change his ways for you. 

In order to find out, you 
should be straightforward 
and let him know you are well 
aware of his past. Tell him 
you’re willing to move on, but 
only if he is too. If he says he’s 
different now and wants to get 
a little more serious with you, 
give him the benefit of the 
doubt and let things progress 
naturally. 

Still, since he does have a 
past, it’s going to be difficult 
to completely forget it. Good 
news: You don’t have to. Trust 
him until he gives you a reason 
not to, and do your best to 
ease into things and not fall 
too quickly. You don’t need to 
play hard to get, but be sure to 
look out for yourself and your 
own needs.

Oh, and by the way, if “it’s 
about to get more serious” 
meant you think you’re ready 
to do more physically, you still 
need to be careful about how 
quickly you move forward. If 
you’re thinking about having 
sex, you might want to find 
out exactly how long his list 
really is. Then, if you’re still 
comfortable with taking 
the next step, you should 
probably talk about methods 
of protection, and perhaps 
even the possibility of getting 
tested for STDs. 

If that’s too personal, think 
carefully about whether or 
not you’re really ready. Sex 
and relationship talks require 
maturity, but if you’re going to 
be doing it, it’s important to be 
able to talk about it. Deal with 
the tough stuff as you go, and 
you (and your relationship) will 
be stronger in the long run.

by KAtiE DePAOLA
Advice Columnist

For someone who has eaten more red meat 
in his life than George Foreman, hamburgers 
are rarely impressive. But Fat Mo’s gives 
hamburger lovers something to look forward 
to.

Along with Commodore favorite Rotier’s, 
it sits atop Cityseach.com’s Best Hamburger, 
Best Cheap Eats and Best Fast Food lists. 

There are 13 Fat Mo’s in the Metro Nashville 
area, six of which are located within the 
city’s limits. Situated in view of Interstate 40, 
sandwiched between a run-down McDonalds 
and a do-it-yourself car wash, stands one 
such establishment. The restaurant itself 
cannot be larger than 100 square feet, sitting 
on a sea of cracked cement. Not an ideal 
view. But luckily, the partially lit Fat Mo’s sign 
compels all the insects to flock to the CVS 
sign across the street.

Despite its size, location and atmosphere, 

the seemingly familial staff of four offers a 
variety of delicious, albeit greasy, food. Their 
specialty is, obviously, the hamburger. It 
comes in all shapes and sizes, cooked with 
real beef, never frozen, topped with bacon, 
mushrooms and cheese at the customer’s 
request. The Fat Mo’s regular is the half-
pounder, but if the customer does not have 
that much of an appetite he, or more likely 
she, can opt for the Little Mo’s burger. 

However, Fat Mo’s Super Deluxe Burger 
challenges the truly daring, soon to be 
obese individual. Weighing in at a healthy 27 
ounces, it could cure a Kodiak bear’s hunger. 
Complimenting the meat are a few side 
options, including French fries, onion rings 
and fried jalapenos.

If hamburgers aren’t your thing, Fat Mo’s 
offers a wide variety of other entrees, ranging 
from corn dogs to catfish. And don’t forget 

their famous shakes. To top it off, your eating 
experience may be enhanced by the music 
playing from a homeless man’s stereo at one 
of the picnic tables (the only seating available 
outside your car).

Don’t let its physical appearance or location 
discourage you: This eatery will exceed any 
burger lover’s expectations. Although not on 
the card, Fat Mo’s prices fit nicely into any 
student’s budget. Consequently, this is not 
the best place for your parents to take you 
this weekend (go to the Stockyard instead). 
Nonetheless, it is a true diamond in the 
rough and a great destination for anyone 
who appreciates the finer aspects of the all-
American meal. ■

Fat Mo’s
(615) 482-4205
www.fatmos.com

by BEN HARTWELL and BRANDON HERIFORD, Life Staff Writers

gEORgE FOREMAN

...FOR A bURgER tHAt
WOULD iMPRESS EvEN

VH: Why did you decide to move to Nashville?
DC: I was very, very enamored with the fact that it was a city that had a passion for 

music and the arts because that is what I do myself. I just thought it was sen-
sational that Nashville is a city where pretty much everybody literally knows 
someone who writes music or has a passion for music and the arts. 

VH: What were your inspirations for “everythiNg MeaNs NothiNg 
to Me”? 

DC: I have always loved the Martin Scorsese film “Taxi Driver.” And I remember I was 
watching the film about six, seven years ago, and this really intriguing thought 
hit me. I said to myself, ‘What if there was a story about a very profound, lonely, 
alienated down- and-out character set in Nashville?’ I had even met a couple 
of prostitutes, drug addicts — people that were very, very down and out in life 
and I just thought, I just don’t think there was any art giving them voice, and 
the fact that I might be able to give them voice through both of my novels, 
actually, was a very intriguing and artistic challenge for me. 

VH: What, exactly, does your title mean?
DC: The title is actually from an elliott sMith song, although we need to be 

very clear that the book has absolutely nothing to do with Elliot Smith. I am a 
huge Elliot Smith fan, and I think that he was the genius pop-rock singer-song-
writer of the last decade. Elliot Smith said in a YouTube interview that the title 
“Everything Means Nothing To Me” is not bleak and nihilistic. It is actually a sort 
of existential statement that forces us to draw back and say, well, obviously 
everything means nothing to me is not the truth, so therefore what does have 
meaning for me in my life and what I should do in my life to create meaning. 

VH: Your protagonist, Paul, is a Vanderbilt student. How did you make that decision?
DC: Paul is a vaNderbilt student that basically narrates the book. The book 

is actually a story within a story, because Paul the Vanderbilt student is narrat-
ing how he met this down-and-out writer, John Werrick, in his aunt’s boarding 
house. And Paul’s aunt’s boarding house is set right by Music Row, and he and 
Werrick develop this sort of mystic brotherhood and go bar-hopping at places 
that students at Vanderbilt would actually recognize like the Gold Rush and 
3rd and Lindsley and places like that. Werrick is telling Paul the story, so Paul is 
kind of relating the story of their bar-hopping, but through John Werrick we 
hear the story within the story of Werrick’s passion for the female singer-song 
writer, Eva Downing. 

WitH
DAvE
CAREW

Life staff writer Elizabeth Robie chatted with Dave 
Carew, author and Nashvillian, who is currently 
promoting his second novel “Everything Means Nothing 
to Me,” the follow-up to 2001’s “Voice from the Gutter.” 
“Everything,” described by The Tennessean’s Roy E. 
Perry as “a haunting novel of obsessive love, abuse and 
violence” centers around “Paul,” a Vanderbilt student. 
Carew discussed the book, what he thinks about 
Vanderbilt and his love for Nashville. 

—to hear the interview with 
Dave Carew, go to:

Need advice? E-mail 
vide@vanderbilthustler.
com with your 
questions, and you may 
see them in the next 
“Straight Up.”
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wi-fi friendly • A Randy Rayburn Restaurant
615.386-food (3663) • 2001 Belcourt Ave., Nashville

Lunch: Tues. - Fri.  Dinner: 7 nights per week, including late nite
reservations@sunsetgrill.com • A Randy Rayburn Restaurant

Sunset Grill  
Voted Nashville’s

Best wine list and  
Best late night eats
~ Nashville Scene Oct. 12, 2006

reservations: 615.577.2262
                                            ( B A N A )

we accept Vandy Dining card
1910 belcourt avenue, nashville, tn

Online Reservations: cabananashville.com
with Vandy ID

a randy 
rayburn restaurant

sunday – thursday drink specials
$1 off all bottle & draft beer

$2 off all liquor drinks
$3 off house wines

$5– $6 martini specials

4 - 7pm

(–win prizes–)

monday
 on the patio

pizza & draft 
ntn poker seating @ 7pm

(2 for 1 specials)

sunday
on the patio

pizza & draft
(2 for 1 specials)

THE FRENCH SHOPPE
L A D I E S’   A P P A R E L

Welcome 
Vandy Parents

Park Place
2817 West End Ave.
Suite 120
615.327.8712

“Eastern Promises” is one of those movies that 
asks, “How far down does the rabbit hole go?” 

In this tale, Viggo Mortenson stars in the most 
powerful film of the year. Mortenson reunites with 
visionary director David Cronenberg, of 2005’s 
whirlwind “History of Violence.” 

The film begins with Anna (Naomi Watts) 
delivering a baby at a London hospital from a barely 
living 14-year-old girl. Anna finds the girl’s diary 
and seeks out someone who can translate it. In her 
search, she meets Semyon (Armin Mueller-Stahl) 
and his son, Kirill (Vincent Cassel) who seem to be 
involved in the girl’s downfall and ultimate death. 

The mysterious Nikolai (Mortenson) begins to 
appear in Anna’s life and starts to intimidate her to 
turn over the diary and its secrets to one of the most 
powerful Russian mobs, the Vory V Zakone. Anna 
tumbles down the rabbit hole into a world of sex-
slave rings, drug smuggling and torturous murder.

After this movie, you might feel like you have 
been punched in the stomach. The film moves 

briskly, and the twisted web it weaves along the way 
is enough to shock even the most hardened of film 
aficionados. The infamous “public bath scene” will 
be remembered with the incredibly graphic, violent 
scenes of movie history. 

It is no exaggeration to state that Mortenson 
should be nominated for, if not win, an Academy 
Award for his role. He plays his part with such 
convincing panache and ability that he may have 
actually been a Russian gangster in another life. 

“Promises” definitely depicts the darker and 
more twisted sides of life, but nevertheless weaves 
one of the most compelling stories of recent history. 
Cronenberg delves into the more serious aspects of 
humanity such as the true nature of good and evil 
and the possibility and hope for redemption. Simply 
the inclusion and exploration of the Russian mafia 
and its customs serves as a fascinating basis for an 
incredibly gripping plot that will not only keep your 
eyes glued to the screen but most likely have you 
coming to grips with the somber details of humanity 
for the next few weeks. ■

RATING:

by CHRiS gEARiNg
Life Staff Writer

this film keeps its ‘Promises’
MoVie reView

The Commodore Quake brings high profile acts to Vanderbilt 
each year, and this year proves to be no exception. With acts as 
notorious and popular as Kanye West and Guster, opening act and 

singer-songwriter Brett Dennen 
could be overlooked in the 
mayhem of seeing well-known and 
beloved bands perform. However, 
to overlook Dennen’s charm and 
crooning vocals would be a major 
folly, and he is sure to give the 
Vanderbilt community a third 
memorable performance Oct. 12. 

Dennen mixes relaxed acoustic 
riffs with melodic vocals to create 
a raw folk rock, which mirrors 

artists such as Bob Dylan and Jack Johnson. His simplistic chord 
progressions provide a template for the thought provoking lyrics 
present on most tracks.

The California native started playing music at an early age and 
broke onto the scene as a contributor to the soundtracks of shows 

like “Roadtrip Nation” and more recently “Grey’s Anatomy.” 
Dennen’s music is also featured in commercials for companies 
such as the Hilton Hotels. While television gave his music a boost, 
Dennen focuses mainly on live performances and has joined Guster 
on the nation-wide “Next Step Campus Tour.”

The singer comes in high regard and is slowly gaining a larger 
fan base. Artists such as John Mayer and Dave Matthews are strong 
supporters of Dennen and have added him to their respective tour 
lineups. 

Dennen’s debut self-titled album, introduced him to mainstream 
music fans and “So Much More,” Dennen’s sophomore album, 
solidified his standing. The singer, influenced by artists like Paul 
Simon, shows his progression with songs of political advocacy such 
as “Ain’t No Reason,” which questions the reasoning behind hate 
and violence. “So Much More” takes a more political and socially 
conscious approach to music as opposed to his more free spirited 
debut.

Dennen’s debut album, which featured his original artwork as 
cover art, contained hits such as “Desert Sunrise” — a light and fun 
song about love and life. Dennen’s songs show two distinct sides of 
music. While some songs have a light and romantic feel, many others 
focus on political change, and have a darker tone. The pro-peace 
singer attempts to convince his listeners to take action through his 

peculiar and slightly 
raspy voice.

D e n n e n 
expresses his 
political viewpoints 
through other 
channels as well. 
The Mosaic Project, 
an organization 
that strives to bring 
children of diverse 
b a c k g r o u n d s 
together, boasts 
Dennen as one of 
its chief supporters. 
Dennen uses his 

musical talent to evoke change and released an album for the 
program entitled, “Children’s Songs for Peace and a Better World.” 

Although most of Dennen’s songs sound rather similar, his lyrical 
variety makes him a standout artist. His political and spiritual lyrics 
mixed with his light guitar styling make him an artist on the rise and 
definitely make it worth seeing him at Commodore Quake. ■ 

Quake preview 

Who is brett Dennen?
by LAKENDRA SCOtt

Life Staff Writer

DENNEN
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VSA
its.vanderbilt.edu/cellphone/Verizon

Official Wireless Provider of the 
Vanderbilt Commodores

Available at
Petite Boutique

9/26/07 SolutionS

SuDoKu: to solve, fill in the blanks so the 
numbers 1-9 appear just once in each 
horizontal row, vertical column and 3x3 box.
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